
Take the Chaos Out of Compliance
You’ve been through the agonizing security/compliance process before, and this year’s 
audit is coming your way, fast. It’ll be total compliance chaos as you try to gather 
supporting documents and keep tabs on your status. 

There’s got to be a better way of preparing for your audit—some method or tool to make 
the auditing process easier and simpler. Good news: you’re right! There is a better way. 
With the TCT Portal, you can simplify your auditing process and make it much less painful. 
Here are five ways TCT Portal takes the chaos out of compliance.

Know your status in real time
TCT Portal makes it easy to know the status of every 
assigned task, at any moment. Our live dashboard is 
updated in real time, so you see the live state of your 
whole team.
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Link your documentation to 
related requirements
Link similar evidence across your certification, keeping 
all your document management in sync. Stop spending 
your time manually tracking the same documents 
against multiple compliance requirements.

Take the Chaos Out of Compliance
There really is a better way to take control of all of your compliance information. You can 
master ongoing and annual compliance initiatives with ease. TCT Portal takes the chaos 

out of compliance. See how easy it can be—schedule your live demo today. 
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Prompt your people 
automatically
TCT Portal prompts people automatically for you. The 
system sends reminders every weekday morning to 
everyone who still owes you an item.
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One submission method
TCT Portal gives you a single submission method 
that’s easy for everyone. Submit any kind of document 
into a central location. No more hunting and gathering 
missing evidence!
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Store everything in one place
TCT Portal stores everything in one place. Just go to 
your Dashboard, and all the evidence is right where it 
needs to be. It’s easy to find, and easy to know what 
you have—and what you still need.
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S U B M I T

S C H E D U L E  A  D E M O

www.gettct.com/request-demo

